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A portable ENC Viewer providing instant 
situational awareness for vessels at sea.
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A Digitalised Industry

The maritime industry relies heavily on digital 
technology, with digital charts, publications and 
processes dominating the seascape. 
 
More and more official publishers have discontinued their paper-based services and reliance 
on digital equivalents will continue to grow. 

Paper charts are certainly more portable than a ship’s ECDIS, but they are still impractical, 
non-interactive and hard to keep up to date.
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SeaTab is a portable ENC viewer that displays official Electronic Navigational Charts issued by the UKHO on a Microsoft 
tablet. Crews access navigational data from anywhere, benefiting from the flexibility, convenience and reassurance of a 
reliable device that works independently of ship systems.

The easy-to-use interface provides live vessel positioning and uses an AIS Pilot Plug or a GPS unit to identify and display 
other vessels in the vicinity, viewed on chart display.

The enhanced kernel capability renders ENCs quickly and in detail, allowing bridge leaders to access the hydrographic 
data needed to gain instant situational awareness in real time. It can also be an effective portable training tool used by 
shoreside teams, one which seamlessly connects with the ecosystem of OneOcean products for efficient collaboration 
between vessel and office. 

For more information, visit:
oneocean.com/services/seatab
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https://www.oneocean.com/services/seatab/
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If a ship’s ECDIS and its backup systems both fail, masters 
and navigation officers lose the critical ability to navigate 
with full accuracy.

Maintain Safety

In this scenario, they may not be aware of vessels or 
hazards in the waters around them. Without a portable 
backup of the backup system like SeaTab, this loss of 
visibility leaves them susceptible to losing their heading, 
colliding with other vessels or running aground. 

SeaTab prevents this, allowing bridge leaders to regain 
their bearings, re-establish navigational accuracy and 
make informed decisions that maintain safety.

Tenders or smaller sub-vessels that do not have an ECDIS 
aboard may struggle when entering ports or other areas 
that require careful manoeuvering. Without the visibility 
that charts provide, it can be difficult to know which 
channel to take or how best to handle a ship in unknown 
waters. 
 
SeaTab alleviates this, enabling vessels that do not have 
substantial navigational equipment to access charts, plan 
routes and sail with a full understanding of relevant 
navigational factors. 

Simulate manoeuvres
Use SeaTab to see ahead in a voyage, viewing and 
interacting with ENC charts that a vessel is planned to pass 
through. Plot and simulate tricky manoeuvres, including 
berthing and other complex passages through restricted or 
high-traffic waters. 

What it enables
Visibility
Greater efficiency and visibility in navigational 
emergencies. 

Portable and available
Keep abreast of the passage wherever located on a 
vessel.

Emergency response tool
Supports emergency response actions with a 50 NM 
situation awareness, enabling navigation to safety 
and avoiding potential collisions. 

Paper free
Reduces paper chart inventory, saving time and money.
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Tablet
Microsoft 12.3” Surface Pro with 

Windows 10

Resolution
"2736 x 1824 (267 PPI)  

Corning®Gorilla® Glass 3, Brightness 426 cd/m2"

Processor & Memory Intel® i5-8350U, 8GB RAM

Connections
"1 x full-size USB 3.0, 1 x Surface Connect port, microSDXC card reader, Surface Type 

Cover port,  
3.5 mm headphone jack"

Dimensions
"292 mm x 201 mm x 8.5 mm  

(11.5” x 7.9” x 0.33”)"

Kit level Device Model Wifi Cable Bluetooth GPS AIS Additional 
features

Standard
AIS Pilot Plug Cable KSN11-U

AIS Pilot Plug WiFi KSN11-W

Advanced GPS Receiver KSN11-C SOG, COG, ROT

Premium AIS/GPS Receiver KSN55-C SOG, COG, ROT

Choose Your LevelSpecifications

SeaTab from OneOceanSeaTab from OneOcean

Included with all SeaTab kits

Ruggedized Case
Drop resistant case 
with hand strap for easy 
maneuvering. Back flap 
allows tablet to stand.

SeaTab Software
(3-year subscription)
Includes weekly ENC  
updates.

Service Fees
Configurations, handling, 
back-up storage and  
maintenance.

Technical Support 
24/7/365 (3 years)
World-wide customer 
service  and support.

SeaTab Pro 
Suitable for vessels that have a larger ENC inventory for faster chart rendering.
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Surface Pro 12.3  
Waterproof Rugged Case
This sturdy case is built to protect 
your tablet against water and 
external particles. It has an 
IP68 rating and military grade 
certification (MIL-STD-810G).

12V-Charger
Our mobile charger allows you to 
charge your SeaTab tablet through 
a standard 12-24V DC power 
connection.

Waterproof 12V Power Outlet
This waterproof socket can be 
fitted to allow the use of our 12V 
charger.

AIS Pilot Plug  
Splitter Cable
Split your Pilot Plug from one to 
two ports, maintaining an open 
port for the Boarding Pilots to use 
while on bridge.

Stylus Pen
This stylus is compatible with 
all tablets with touchscreen 
capability.

USB Charger
Replacement charger suitable for 
wifi AIS and GPS devices.

The accessories detailed below are compatible with SeaTab 
and available to order individually.

SeaTab Kit Accessories About OneOcean
We provide industry-leading software 
that simplifies complex tasks, unifying 
data to enable better decision-making.

Our expertise in maritime software means that we 
understand the pressures you are under and the 
challenges you face in day-to-day operations. 

Partnership

Our business is continually guided by our values. 
Each development to our solutions, products and 
services  is driven by the following four core principles.

TrustIntegrity Simplicity



The leading software solutions provider to 
the maritime industry. 
Find out how we can help you.

Get in touch today:

Call +44 (0)199 280 5400

Email enquiries@oneocean.com

Visit www.oneocean.com
for more details about our solutions.


